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Like Dekko Investment Services on Facebook!
Visit us at facebook.com/dekkoinvestmentservices, click “Like,” and you can follow our
updates on Facebook. We will be posting updates, links to articles, and other information
as the year goes on. We’ve had giveaways for our followers, and will continue to do so!

Q2 2015 in Review

Investing 101 –
Market Volatility

The US equity bull market continued in the second quarter of 2015. The large
cap US equity market returned 0.28% while the small cap US equity market
returned 0.42%, as measured by the S&P 500 Index and the Russell 2000
Index respectively. This brings year to date returns to 1.23% for large cap US
equities and 4.75% for small cap US equities.

Given recent stock market turbulence and
uncertainty, you may have doubts about your
long-term investment strategy. Here are some
tips to help you avoid common pitfalls and stay
on track toward achieving your financial goals.
DECLINES HAVE BEEN COMMON AND
TEMPORARY OCCURRENCES
Problem: Declines can cause imprudent
behavior by filling investors with
dread and panic.
Solution: Realize that declines are inevitable
and have not lasted forever.
History has shown that stock market declines
are a natural part of investing. While declines
have varied in intensity and frequency, they
have been somewhat regular events. It may
also reassure you to know that the market
has always recovered from declines. Although
past results don’t guarantee future results,
remembering that downturns have been
temporary may help alleviate your fears.
THE BOTTOM LINE? Accept declines as a
normal part of the investment cycle.
continued on page 2

Despite the increased international turmoil that has continued to make
headlines in recent months, developed equity markets continued to rise
returning 0.62% for the quarter as measured by the MSCI EAFE Index.
Likewise, emerging market equities, as measured by the MSCI EM Index,
increased 0.69%. Year to date returns total 5.52% for developed equity
markets and 2.95% for emerging market equities.
Fixed income, as measured by the Barclays Aggregate Bond Index,
declined 1.68% for the quarter. Year to date returns are flat
at -0.10%. The outlook for bonds remains uncertain
as market participants continue to speculate as
to when the Federal Reserve will begin to
raise short term interest
rates. We expect that
this will contribute to
a volatile environment
throughout the
remainder of the year.
Index

Q2 2015
Return

Index Description

S&P 500

0.28%

Tracks 500 leading large cap companies in the U.S.

Russell 2000

0.42%

Tracks 2000 of the smallest companies in the U.S.

MSCI EAFE
0.62%
		

Tracks 21 developed international equity markets
including France, Germany, Spain, the U.K. & Japan

MSCI EM
0.69%
		

Tracks 25 emerging market counties including China,
India, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Turkey & Greece

Barclays
Aggregate Bond

Tracks investment grade bonds trading in the U.S.

-1.68%
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PROPER PERSPECTIVE CAN HELP YOU REMAIN CALM
Problem: Studies show that people place too much emphasis on recent
events and disregard long-term realities.
Solution: Even amidst a market downturn, remember that stocks have
rewarded investors over time.
The stock market has a reassuring history of recoveries and long-term
investors have been rewarded. Even including downturns, the S&P 500’s
mean return over all rolling 10-year periods from 1927 to
2014 was 10.54%, according to Thomas InvestmentView.
THE BOTTOM LINE? A long-term perspective can
help you prevail through challenging times.

It’s difficult to see the value of your investments
fall. But during challenging times, try to keep some
fundamental investing principles in mind:
• LOOK BEYOND THE HEADLINES. Sensational
news headlines are meant to grab your attention,
but it can be dangerous to let the media influence
your investment decisions. Ignore the noise and
stay focused on your goals.
• DON’T FORGET HISTORY. Market
declines are part of the economic
cycle. Historically, recoveries have
followed downturns.

DON’T TRY TO TIME THE MARKET
Problem: Research has shown that losses feel
twice as bad as gains feel good.

• MAINTAIN A DIVERSIFIED
PORTFOLIO. Different investments
may go up and down at different times.
Spreading your money over a variety
of investment types and regions can
help reduce volatility in your overall
portfolio.

Solution: Keep in mind that fleeing the market
to reduce losses could mean losing
out on gains when stocks recover.
The market has shown resilience. Every S&P
500 downturn of about 15% or more since
the 1930s has been followed by a recovery. In
addition, recoveries have been strong. Over a
longer term, the average value of an investment
more than doubled over the five years after each
market low.
Don’t miss out on potential market rebounds! Although
recoveries aren’t guaranteed, taking your money out of the
market during declines means that if you don’t get in at the right
time, you’ll miss the full benefit of market recoveries.
THE BOTTOM LINE? Consider staying invested and not
trying to time the market.

CALLING ALL TINCAPS FANS!

Strategies to Get
Through Turbulent Times

• INVEST REGULARLY, EVEN WHEN
THE MARKET IS FALLING. Instead of
fearing down markets, think of them as
opportunities to invest at lower prices.
• KEEP IN TOUCH WITH US. We
can help you avoid making decisions
that could jeopardize your long-term
investment goals, which often remain
unchanged during market declines.

Are you interested in attending
a Fort Wayne TinCaps game this season?
Dekko Investment Services has four season tickets for the Fort Wayne TinCaps
that we enjoy sharing with our clients and friends. If you would like to go to a
game, please email Alisha at alisha.norris@lpl.com with the date that you’d like
and if that date is still available, the 4 tickets are yours! You can view the Fort
Wayne Tincaps schedule online at www.tincaps.com.

Wishing you a
Happy & Healthy 2015,

Erica D. Dekko, CFP®

Erlene D. Dekko, ChFC, CLU, CFP®
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The opinions voiced in this material are for general

Financial is not an affiliate of and makes no

information only and are not intended to provide

representation with respect to such entity.

specific advice or recommendations for any
individual. To determine which investment(s) may be
appropriate for you, consult your financial advisor
prior to investing. All performance reference is
historical and is no guarantee of future results. All
indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested into
directly. Unmanaged index returns do not reflect fees,
expenses, or sales charges. Index performance is
not indicative of the performance of any investment.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
The economic forecasts set forth in the
presentation may not develop as predicted
and there can be no guarantee that

The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index is a capitalizationweighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure
performance of the broad domestic economy
through changes in the aggregate market value
of 500 stocks representing all major industries.
The Morgan Stanley Capital International (‘MSCI’)
Europe, Australia, Far East Index (‘EAFE’) is an
unmanaged index of over 900 companies, and is a
generally accepted benchmark for major overseas
markets. Index weightings represent the relative
capitalizations of the major overseas markets
included in the index on a U.S. dollar adjusted

strategies promoted will be successful.

basis. The index is calculated separately: without

Stock investing involves risk including loss

estimated tax withheld, and with gross dividends

of principal.

reinvested, in both U.S. dollars and local currency.

There is no guarantee that a diversified portfolio

The Morgan Stanley Capital International (‘MSCI’)

will enhance overall returns or outperform

Emerging Markets Index adjusts the market

a non-diversified portfolio. Diversification

capitalization of index constituents for free float

does not protect against market risk.

and targets for index inclusion 85% of free float-

Any examples are hypothetical in nature and are
not representative of any specific investment.
Bonds are subject to market and interest rate risk
if sold prior to maturity. Bond values and yields
will decline as interest rates rise and bonds are
subject to availability and change in price.
Portions of this newsletter have been prepared
by American Funds.
To the extent you are receiving investment
advice from a separately registered independent

dividends, with gross dividends reinvested and

adjusted market capitalization in each industry
group, in global emerging markets countries. As
of June 2007, the MSCI Emerging Markets Index
consisted of the following 25 emerging market
country indexes: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China,
Colombia, Czech Republic, Egypt, Hungary, India,
Indonesia, Israel, Jordan, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico,
Morocco, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Poland,
Russia, South Africa, Taiwan, Thailand, and Turkey.
The Barclays Capital U.S. Aggregate
Index is comprised of the U.S. investmentgrade, fixed-rate bond market.

investment advisor, please note that LPL

Securities offered through LPL Financial, Member FINRA/SIPC.
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